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the Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project for CMIP6 (ISMIP6) was 
devised to assess the likely sea-level-rise contribution from the Earth's 
ice sheets. Here, we construct an ensemble of climate forcings for 
Antarctica until the year 2300 based on original ISMIP6 forcings until 
2100, combined with climate indices from simulations with the MIROC4m 
climate model until 2300. We then use these forcings to run simulations 
for the Antarctic ice sheet with the SICOPOLIS model. For the unabated 
warming pathway RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5, the ice sheet suffers a severe mass 
loss, amounting to ~1.5 m SLE (sea-level equivalent) for the fourteen-
experiment mean, and ~3.3 m SLE for the most sensitive experiment. 
Most of this loss originates from West Antarctica. For the reduced 
emissions pathway RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6, the loss is limited to a three-
experiment mean of ~0.16 m SLE. The means are approximately two 
times larger than what was found in a previous study (Chambers and 
others, 2022, doi: 10.1017/jog.2021.124) that assumed a sustained 
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23rd centuries.
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ABSTRACT. As part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 610

(CMIP6), the Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project for CMIP6 (ISMIP6)11

was devised to assess the likely sea-level-rise contribution from the Earth’s ice12

sheets. Here, we construct an ensemble of climate forcings for Antarctica until13

the year 2300 based on original ISMIP6 forcings until 2100, combined with14

climate indices from simulations with the MIROC4m climate model until 2300.15

We then use these forcings to run simulations for the Antarctic ice sheet with16

the SICOPOLIS model. For the unabated warming pathway RCP8.5/SSP5-17

8.5, the ice sheet suffers a severe mass loss, amounting to „ 1.5mSLE (sea-level18

equivalent) for the fourteen-experiment mean, and „ 3.3mSLE for the most19

sensitive experiment. Most of this loss originates from West Antarctica. For20

the reduced emissions pathway RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6, the loss is limited to a three-21

experiment mean of „ 0.16mSLE. The means are approximately two times22

larger than what was found in a previous study (Chambers and others, 2022,23

doi: 10.1017/jog.2021.124) that assumed a sustained late-21st-century climate24

beyond 2100, demonstrating the importance of post-2100 climate trends on25

Antarctic mass changes in the 22nd and 23rd centuries.26
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1 INTRODUCTION27

The ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland are the largest potential contributors to future sea-level rise28

caused by global warming because of their enormous volumes. These amount to 57.9˘0.9 m SLE (sea-level29

equivalent) for the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) (Morlighem and others, 2020) and 7.42˘ 0.05 m SLE for the30

Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) (Morlighem and others, 2017). Observations revealed that both ice sheets31

have been losing substantial amounts of mass since the 1990s. For the period 2012–2017, The IMBIE32

Team (2018) reported a mass loss of 219˘ 43 Gt a´1 for the AIS, most of which originates from the West33

Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS), and The IMBIE Team (2020) reported a loss of 244˘ 28 Gt a´1 for the GrIS34

(IMBIE: Ice sheet Mass Balance Inter-comparison Exercise). Therefore, the recent absolute losses are of35

similar size (likely somewhat larger for the GrIS), whereas the relative loss (compared to the total mass)36

is approximately 10 times smaller for the AIS compared to the GrIS. For both ice sheets, changes in the37

surface mass balance (SMB) as well as dynamic changes contribute to the mass loss.38

A particular threat for the WAIS is that it may undergo a rapid, catastrophic disintegration through39

a process known as marine-ice-sheet instability (MISI) (e.g., Weertman, 1974; Mercer, 1978; Thomas and40

Bentley, 1978; Schoof, 2007). In contrast to the East Antarctic ice sheet (EAIS), large parts of the WAIS41

are grounded on a bed which is below sea level and sloping downward inland. Therefore, an initial retreat of42

the grounding line causes the ice sheet to be thicker at its new location, which may increase discharge and43

thus mass loss, so that the grounding line retreats even further in a runaway fashion. There is paleoclimatic44

evidence that the WAIS collapsed during past warm periods (Pollard and DeConto, 2009; Alley and others,45

2015; Dutton and others, 2015; Gasson and others, 2016; Turney and others, 2020). Recent observations46

suggest that a new instability may already be in its initial phase (e.g., Joughin and others, 2014; Rignot47

and others, 2014; The IMBIE Team, 2018).48

To estimate the future contribution of the AIS and GrIS to sea-level rise until the end of the 21st49

century, the Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project for CMIP6 (ISMIP6) was devised (Nowicki and50

others, 2016, 2020). It is part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6), a major51

international climate modelling initiative (Eyring and others, 2016) with the main goal to provide input for52

the recently published Sixth Assessment Report (AR6) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change53

(IPCC) (IPCC, 2021). For the AIS, when forced by output from CMIP5 global climate models (GCMs),54

a mass loss in the range of ´7.8 to 30.0 cm SLE was found under the unabated warming pathway RCP8.555
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[RCP: Representative Concentration Pathway] (Seroussi and others, 2020). The limited number of results56

for the reduced emissions pathway RCP2.6 fall within this range, and so do the results obtained with57

CMIP6 climate forcings (Payne and others, 2021). This rather unclear picture for the AIS is a consequence58

of the counteracting effects of mass loss due to ocean warming and mass gain from increased snowfall. The59

main findings for the GrIS, when forced by output from CMIP5 GCMs, were contributions of 90˘ 50 and60

32˘17 mm SLE for RCP8.5 and RCP2.6, respectively (Goelzer and others, 2020). The CMIP6 GCMs tend61

to feature a warmer atmosphere, which results in higher mass loss due to increased surface melt (Payne62

and others, 2021).63

The full suite of ISMIP6 experiments with both CMIP5 and CMIP6 forcings was carried out with64

the ice-sheet model SICOPOLIS (“SImulation COde for POLythermal Ice Sheets”, www.sicopolis.net), as65

documented in detail by Greve and others (2020a,b). Chambers and others (2022) extended the ISMIP666

simulations for the AIS with SICOPOLIS until the year 3000, assuming a sustained late-21st-century cli-67

mate beyond 2100 (atmospheric forcing randomly sampled from the 10-year interval 2091–2100, oceanic68

forcing kept fixed at 2100 values). Compared to the uncertain response projected by the ISMIP6 ensemble69

over the 2015–2100 period, a radically different picture emerges, demonstrating that the long-term conse-70

quences of the high-emissions scenario RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 [SSP: Shared Socioeconomic Pathway] are much71

greater than the 100-year response even if no further climate trend is applied beyond 2100. A similar study72

for the GrIS was conducted by Greve and Chambers (2022).73

Other studies on the response of the AIS to longer-term climate change have also been conducted.74

Schaeffer and others (2012) and Levermann and others (2013) used statistical relationships between past75

temperatures and global sea levels to predict future sea-level change from all sources, including the ice76

sheets. Golledge and others (2015) used the Parallel Ice-Sheet Model (PISM) to demonstrate that at-77

mospheric warming in excess of 1.5 to 2°C above present, triggers ice-shelf collapse and a centennial to78

millennial-scale response by the AIS. They simulated a contribution to sea-level rise from Antarctica under79

higher emission scenarios of 0.6 to 3m by the year 2300. Similarly, Garbe and others (2020) found that at80

greater than 2°C of global average warming, the WAIS is committed to long-term partial collapse. They81

also found distinct regimes in the rates of sea-level rise per degree, with a doubling in the rate if warming82

becomes greater than 2°C. Bulthuis and others (2019) carried out AIS projections until 3000 based on83

spatially uniform temperature-anomaly time-series and a combination of simulations with the fast Elemen-84

tary Thermomechanical Ice Sheet (f.ETISh) model, an emulator, probabilistic methods and uncertainty85
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quantification. They found that, irrespective of parametric uncertainty, the WAIS remains stable under86

RCP2.6, while RCP8.5 triggers its collapse under almost all investigated cases. In the ISMIP6-endorsed87

Antarctic BUttressing Model Intercomparison Project (ABUMIP; Sun and others, 2020), the response of88

the AIS to sudden and sustained loss of ice shelves was simulated by an ensemble of 15 ice-sheet models.89

It was found that this leads to a multi-metre (1–12m) contribution to sea-level rise over the 500-year-long90

simulations. Lowry and others (2021) used statistical emulation based on simulations with PISM to inves-91

tigate the evolution of the AIS until 2300 under RCP8.5 and RCP2.6, assuming no further climate change92

beyond 2100 (similar to Chambers and others, 2022). The contribution to sea-level rise was found to be93

indistinguishable between the two pathways in the 21st century, while multi-metre differences occur in sub-94

sequent centuries. DeConto and others (2021) used their observationally calibrated ice-sheet–shelf model95

for simulations until 2100 and extended until 2300, employing extended RCP scenarios (Meinshausen and96

others, 2011). Their results demonstrate the possibility that rapid and unstoppable sea-level rise from the97

AIS will be triggered if Paris Agreement targets (limiting global mean warming in the 21st century to less98

than 2˝C above pre-industrial levels) are exceeded. Lipscomb and others (2021) used the Community Ice99

Sheet Model (CISM) to investigate the response of the AIS to ISMIP6 ocean thermal forcings only, ex-100

tended to 2500. They found long-term retreat of the WAIS and showed that the Amundsen sector exhibits101

threshold behaviour with modest retreat or complete collapse, depending on parameter settings in the102

melt scheme, ocean forcing, and basal friction law. Complete collapse of the WAIS occurred under some103

combinations of low basal friction and high thermal forcing anomalies. Van Breedam and others (2020)104

projected the response of the AIS and GrIS 10,000 years into the future with the Earth system model105

of intermediate complexity LOVECLIMv1.3 (LOVECLIM: LOch–Vecode–Ecbilt–CLio–agIsm Model), in-106

cluding the ice-sheet model AGISM (Antarctic and Greenland Ice Sheet Model), forced by the extended107

concentration pathways ECP2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 until 2300 and zero emissions thereafter. For the AIS,108

they report mass losses ranging from about 1.6mSLE for the lowest forcing scenario until up to 27mSLE109

for the higher-forcing scenarios.110

In the present study, we follow an approach similar to Chambers and others (2022), extending the111

ISMIP6-Antarctica simulations further into the future. However, we drop the assumption of a sustained112

climate with no warming or cooling trend beyond 2100. Instead, to account for greenhouse-gas emissions113

pathways and climate inertia after the 21st century, we construct extensions of all ISMIP6-Antarctica114

climate forcings until 2300 by a climate-index method explained in Sect. 2. The set-up of SICOPOLIS and115
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the 18 model experiments (1 control, 14 RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5, 3 RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6) are explained in Sect. 3.116

The results are described in Sect. 4, and a discussion and conclusion is provided in Sect. 5.117

2 CLIMATE FORCING118

We construct an ensemble of climate forcings for Antarctica for the period 2015–2300 by combining re-119

sults from MIROC4m (MIROC: Model for Interdisciplinary Research On Climate) RCP8.5 and RCP4.5120

simulations for 1995–2300 (partially published in Bakker and others, 2016) with the ensemble of ISMIP6121

forcings for 2015–2100 (Nowicki and others, 2020; Seroussi and others, 2020; Payne and others, 2021). To122

do so, we derive a set of atmospheric and oceanic climate indices from the MIROC4m simulations such that123

1995–2014 averages of the considered fields are mapped to zero and 2091–2100 averages to unity (Sect. 2.1).124

We then use the climate indices to extrapolate the ensemble of ISMIP6 forcings to the period 2101–2300125

(Sect. 2.2). Together with the original ISMIP6 forcings, this method provides smooth climate forcings for126

the entire period 2015–2300. Beyond the needs of this study, the method is applicable in general to extend127

climate forcings of limited duration further into the future.128

2.1 Climate indices129

We define five atmospheric and one oceanic climate indices. For the atmosphere, the considered fields130

are the mean-annual surface temperature (ST), summer (December – January –February, DJF) surface131

temperature (ST_DJF), precipitation (prec), evaporation (evap) and surface runoff (roff). ST and SMB “132

prec ´ evap ´ roff define the atmospheric forcing, while ST_DJF is required for the parameterization of133

ice-shelf collapse (see the last part of Sect. 2.2).134

All fields are spatially averaged over the AIS land grid (excluding the ice shelves because they are not

contained in the MIROC4m set-up), and then mapped linearly on a dimensionless scale such that

cxxp1995–2014 averageq “ 0 ,

cxxp2091–2100 averageq “ 1 ,

(1)

where xx P {ST, ST_DJF, prec, evap, roff}. This yields the five atmospheric climate indices cST, cST_DJF,135

cprec, cevap and croff .136

For the ocean, we use the average temperature south of 62.5˝S and between 200 and 800 metres depth.137

This domain encompasses the Southern Ocean surrounding the ice-shelf cavities and a range of typical138
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ice-shelf drafts where basal melting takes place. Non-dimensionalization with the same pinning points as139

defined by Eq. (1) (xx “ oc) provides the oceanic climate index coc.140

Since the MIROC4m results are available for RCP8.5 and RCP4.5, the above method provides climate

indices for these two pathways. However, ISMIP6 covers RCP8.5 and RCP2.6, so that we also require

the climate indices for RCP2.6. To obtain these, we extrapolate the atmospheric and oceanic indices for

RCP8.5 and RCP4.5, assuming linear relations between the indices and the radiative forcing of the RCP

scenarios:

cRCP2.6
xx “ cRCP4.5

xx ´
4.5´ 2.6
8.5´ 4.5 ˆ pc

RCP8.5
xx ´ cRCP4.5

xx q . (2)

The resulting climate indices are shown in Figure 1. For RCP8.5, the change of all six variables during141

the 22nd and 23rd century goes well beyond late-21st-century levels. The five atmospheric indices evolve142

into a certain saturation towards the end of the period, whereas the oceanic index increases steadily. This143

is due to the larger inertia of the ocean compared to the atmosphere. For RCP2.6, the atmospheric indices144

largely fall below their late-21st-century levels, indicating a partial recovery of the climate change. By145

contrast, the oceanic index does not show such a recovery and keeps on increasing (albeit at a decreasing146

rate), which again results from the larger oceanic inertia.147

2.2 Scaling of the ISMIP forcings148

The ISMIP6 forcings for the AIS consist of anomalies for the surface temperature149

[∆STpx, y, tq] and the surface mass balance [∆SMBpx, y, tq] relative to 1995–2014, and absolute values150

for the oceanic thermal forcing [TFpx, y, z, tq], all for the period 2015–2100. These were derived from a151

systematic sampling of CMIP5 GCMs that reflects their spread in future projections (Barthel and others,152

2020), while CMIP6 GCMs were added mostly on the basis of availability (Payne and others, 2021). The at-153

mospheric forcings ∆ST and ∆SMB enter the ice-sheet simulations directly as upper boundary conditions.154

By contrast, TF is used to compute sub-ice-shelf melt rates via a non-local quadratic parameterization155

(“ISMIP6 standard approach”) calibrated by observations (Jourdain and others, 2020).156

To extend the ISMIP6 forcings until 2300, the oceanic thermal forcing is converted to an anomaly as

well by subtracting the 1995–2014 mean:

∆TFpx, y, z, tq “ TFpx, y, z, tq ´ TF1995´2014px, y, zq , t ď 2100 CE . (3)
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We then scale the anomalies by using the MIROC4m-derived climate indices as follows:

∆STpx, y, tq “ cSTptq ˆ ∆ST2091´2100px, yq ,

∆precpx, y, tq “ cprecptq ˆ ∆prec2091´2100px, yq ,

∆evappx, y, tq “ cevapptq ˆ ∆evap2091´2100px, yq ,

∆roffpx, y, tq “ croffptq ˆ ∆roff2091´2100px, yq ,

∆TFpx, y, z, tq “ cocptq ˆ ∆TF2091´2100px, y, zq ,

t ą 2100 CE , (4)

where ∆prec, ∆evap and ∆roff are the anomalies of precipitation, evaporation and runoff, respectively,

and the subscripts “2091–2100” denote the mean values over this decade. The anomaly ∆SMB results from

∆SMBpx, y, tq “ ∆precpx, y, tq ´∆evappx, y, tq ´∆roffpx, y, tq , t ą 2100 CE , (5)

and ∆TF is converted back to absolute values:

TFpx, y, z, tq “ TF1995´2014px, y, zq `∆TFpx, y, z, tq , t ą 2100 CE . (6)

Thus, this method provides extended ISMIP6 forcings for the AIS [∆STpx, y, tq,157

∆SMBpx, y, tq, TFpx, y, z, tq] until the year 2300. Table 1 shows the magnitude of the atmospheric and158

oceanic forcing for all GCMs considered here. A noteworthy aspect is that the cumulative SMB anomaly159

can be both positive and negative. This is a consequence of the counteracting effects of increasing loss160

(runoff, evaporation), but also increasing precipitation due to larger moisture transport by the warmer air.161

The different GCMs predict a different net effect on the SMB, ranging from distinctly positive to distinctly162

negative.163

While the climate indices are based on results from a single GCM (MIROC4m), a strength of our164

method is that it does not depend much on the sensitivity of this particular model to changed external165

forcing (“climate sensitivity”). This is so because of the normalization carried out by Eq. (1), which166

eliminates at least the linear part of the climate sensitivity: computing the indices with a different GCM167

that is, for instance, twice as sensitive as MIROC4m (produces a climate signal twice as strong) would168

produce exactly the same result. Differences can only arise from nonlinear effects (different responses of169

other GCMs to longer-term radiative forcing relative to 2100 anomalies) and different internal variabilities.170
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The extrapolation of Eq. (2) makes sure that the normalization also holds for RCP2.6, even though we do171

not have MIROC4m results for this pathway. Therefore, the extrapolation, even though ad hoc, is not too172

critical. It mainly affects the long-term behaviour, for which it produces the plausible result that, while173

for RCP8.5 climate change continues beyond 2100, for RCP2.6 a partial recovery occurs.174

In the supplementary document, we apply for RCP8.5 the MIROC4m-derived climate indices on the175

MIROC4m climate fields (surface temperature, ocean temperature at 450m depth, precipitation) them-176

selves, which allows a direct comparison of originally computed and extrapolated results. This exercise177

shows that, overall, the climate-index method performs reasonably well, but also identifies a source of178

uncertainty from regional, nonlinear effects that cannot be captured by the method.179

For one of the ISMIP6 simulations (CCSM4/RCP8.5), an additional ice-shelf-collapse forcing is em-

ployed. It stipulates that ice-shelf collapse occurs when the mean surface melting over the past decade

exceeds a threshold value of 725 mm water equiv. a´1 (Trusel and others, 2015; Seroussi and others, 2020).

Hereby, the mean surface melting is parameterized by an exponential function of the DJF (austral summer)

near-surface air temperature, ST_DJF. For t ď 2100 CE, ST_DJF is taken from bias-adjusted, GCM-

forced simulations with the regional climate model RACMO2 (Trusel and others, 2015). For t ą 2100 CE,

we construct ST_DJF via its anomaly, ∆ST_DJF, as follows:

∆ST_DJFpx, y, tq “ cST_DJFptq ˆ∆ST2091´2100px, yq ,

ST_DJFpx, y, tq “ ST1995´2014px, yq

` rST_DJFparampx, yq ´ STparampx, yqs

`∆ST_DJFpx, y, tq ,

t ą 2100 CE . (7)

Note that ∆ST2091´2100 and ST1995´2014 are mean-annual rather than DJF values because only these are180

available in the ISMIP6 forcing. To convert to DJF, we use the parameterized difference rST_DJFparam´181

STparams of present-day DJF and mean-annual temperatures, respectively, by Fortuin and Oerlemans (1990)182

(see also Greve and others, 2020a, their Eqs. (10) and (11)).183

This method provides annual ice-shelf-collapse masks for the years 2101–2300. To guarantee a smooth184

transition to the pre-2100 masks provided by ISMIP6, we define a 10-year interval 2101–2110, during which185

the final masks are computed as weighted averages between the original ISMIP6 masks and our extended186

ones.187
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3 MODEL EXPERIMENTS188

We apply the ice-sheet model SICOPOLIS (SICOPOLIS Authors, 2021) to the AIS with hybrid shallow-ice–189

shelfy-stream dynamics (Bernales and others, 2017) for grounded ice, shallow-shelf dynamics for floating190

ice, a Weertman-Budd-type sliding law tuned separately for 18 different regions (Greve and others, 2020a),191

and ice thermodynamics treated by the one-layer melting-CTS enthalpy scheme (CTS: cold-temperate192

transition surface; Blatter and Greve, 2015; Greve and Blatter, 2016). The horizontal resolution is 8 km,193

which, in combination with the sliding law that features a continuous basal drag across the grounding194

line, is sufficient to produced good results for the grounding line migration in both advance and retreat195

scenarios (Gladstone and others, 2017; Chambers and others, 2022). In the vertical, we use terrain-following196

coordinates (sigma transformation) with 81 layers in the ice domain and 41 layers in the thermal lithosphere197

layer below. For details on the set-up, the initialization procedure by a paleoclimatic spin-up, comparisons198

between the simulated and observed ice thickness and surface velocity for our initialization year 1990, as199

well as the historical run (“hist”) that bridges the gap between 1990 and the start date of the projections200

in January 2015 by employing NorESM1-M/RCP8.5 surface mass balance (SMB), surface temperature201

(ST) and oceanic thermal forcing (TF), we refer to Greve and others (2020a). From the last 20 years of202

the historical run, we extract the 1995–2014 climatology (SMB, ST) required as a reference for the future203

climate experiments.204

An overview of our extended ISMIP6 experiments is given in Table 2. The method of extending the205

ISMIP6 climate forcing until 2300 is described above (Sect. 2). 14 experiments are for the 21st-century206

unabated warming pathway RCP8.5 (CMIP5) / SSP5-8.5 (CMIP6), and three are for the reduced emissions207

pathway RCP2.6 (CMIP5) / SSP1-2.6 (CMIP6) that is largely in line with the commitments of the Paris208

Agreement (maintaining the global mean temperature well below a 2˝C increase above pre-industrial levels).209

In two of the RCP8.5 experiments, the impact of different calibrations of the parameterization for sub-ice-210

shelf melting (“high” and “low” vs. the normal, “medium” calibration, thereby exploring the uncertainty211

of the parameterization) is tested, and one experiment employs a calibration in which only observed basal-212

melt values near the grounding line of the Pine Island ice shelf are used (“PIGL-medium”) (Jourdain and213

others, 2020). As already mentioned in Sect. 2.2, in one experiment, ice-shelf fracture triggered by surface214

melting is accounted for. In addition, a projection control simulation (“ctrl_proj”) employs constant215

climate conditions based on the 1995–2014 reference climatology.216
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4 RESULTS217

The simulated mass change of the AIS, expressed as a sea-level contribution, is shown in Figure 2. For218

the control run ctrl_proj, the ice sheet remains stable, showing only a minimal mass loss of 3.49 mm SLE219

during the 286 years model time. This stability also holds for the longer control run over a 986-years period220

until the year 3000 reported by Chambers and others (2022).221

Until 2100, the future projections are equivalent to the original ISMIP6-Antarctica simulations carried222

out with SICOPOLIS (Seroussi and others, 2020; Greve and others, 2020a; Payne and others, 2021),223

characterized by a range of uncertainties from a notable mass loss to a slight mass gain and no clear224

separation between RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 (mean ˘ 1-sigma range: 32.6˘67.2 mm SLE) and RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6225

(8.4˘ 15.9 mm SLE). [Note: The values for RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 differ from those given by Greve and others226

(2020a) because that study excluded Exp. 13 (NorESM1-M/RCP8.5 with “PIGL-medium” calibration) for227

the computation, which we have included here.] However, a different picture emerges in the longer term.228

By 2300, the ice sheet ends up losing mass for all cases, and it responds much more strongly to the ensemble229

of RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 simulations than to the RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 simulations. The final mass loss amounts230

to 1.54˘0.84 m SLE for RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5, while it is limited to 0.164˘0.049 m SLE for RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6.231

The mean values for both pathways are approximately twice as large as those found by Chambers and232

others (2022) for a sustained late-21st-century climate (no further warming trend) beyond 2100 (Fig. 2b).233

The influence of the ice mass loss due to oceanic forcing is explored by Exps. 5, 9, 10 (NorESM1-234

M/RCP8.5 with “medium”, “high” and “low” calibration, respectively). The results are shown by the olive235

lines and olive-shaded regions in Figure 2. By 2300, the simulated mass loss is 1.43 `0.31
´0.20 m SLE. Thus,236

the uncertainty due to these three calibrations is significant, but smaller than the uncertainty due to the237

GCM forcings. A more extreme test is Exp. 13, which is NorESM1-M/RCP8.5 with the “PIGL-medium”238

calibration. Until the mid-22nd century, this leads to an, on average, „ 2 times larger total ice-shelf239

basal melting than for Exp. 5 (later on, the difference becomes smaller due to ice-shelf decay). It has a240

pronounced effect on the mass loss of the ice sheet: By 2300, it is 2.97 m SLE compared to the initial 1990241

state, more than doubling that of Exp.5. This highlights the great sensitivity of the AIS to oceanic forcing.242

Exps. 8 and 12 (CCSM4/RCP8.5) investigate the influence of ice-shelf hydrofracture as described above243

(included in Exp. 12). Exp. 8 is actually one of the cases that produce a mass gain of the ice sheet during244

the 21st century. Adding ice-shelf hydrofracture via the time-dependent collapse mask in Exp. 12 reverts245
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this behaviour to a mass loss. By 2300, both experiments produce a loss, which is 1.27 m SLE for Exp. 8,246

but 2.00 m SLE for Exp. 12. Thus, the process can act as a significant amplifier of the mass loss of the AIS.247

In Figure 3, the sea-level contributions by 2300 are shown separately for the regions of the EAIS, the248

WAIS and the Antarctic Peninsula (AP). Averaged across all the high-emission cases (panel a), the WAIS249

contributes 1.28 m SLE, compared with just 0.24 m SLE from the EAIS and 0.019 m SLE from the AP. This250

contrasts with the low-emission cases (panel b) which have average SLE contributions from the WAIS251

and EAIS of 0.064 and 0.097 m, respectively, with the AP contribution being very slightly negative at252

´0.00078 m. These findings agree with those by Chambers and others (2022) (simulations until 3000, no253

further warming or cooling trend beyond 2100), and the reason for the predominant contribution from the254

WAIS for RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 is that it undergoes a collapse in the areas of the Amundsen Sea Embayment255

and the Siple Coast where the bedrock bathymetry deepens inward. We cannot decide whether this256

modelled collapse is a “classical” MISI (unstable and irreversible retreat driven by an internal instability257

mechanism), or whether it is a more direct response to the loss of ice-shelf buttressing (Haseloff and258

Sergienko, 2018; Gudmundsson and others, 2019). However, either way, the result is a rapid mass loss from259

the WAIS. By contrast, the weaker climatic forcings of RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 do not trigger a WAIS collapse260

in our simulations.261

Figure 4 shows the components of the global mass balance (integrated over the ice sheet, all counted as262

positive for mass gain): surface mass balance (SMB), basal mass balance (BMB), calving and ice volume263

change (dV {dt). For the RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 means (thick lines in the figure), the ice sheet keeps losing264

volume (9 mass) over the entire period and at an accelerating rate of change. The SMB, driven by the265

counteracting effects of increasing precipitation and increasing runoff, remains positive throughout the266

model time, even with a slight increase. The BMB, predominantly produced by sub-ice-shelf melting,267

strongly increases in magnitude over time, which is the main reason for the accelerated volume loss of the268

ice sheet. The essentially monotonic increase (except for short-term fluctuations) of the BMB contrasts269

with the study by Chambers and others (2022) where it peaks around 2100, but then falls back to values270

around ´4ˆ 1012 m3 a´1 between 2150 and 2300. Calving into the surrounding ocean (that results from a271

50-m ice-thickness threshold; Greve and others, 2020a) is also a significant component of the mass balance.272

However, it changes only moderately over time. The inter-annual variability of the volume change is mainly273

due to that of the SMB and, to a lesser extent, the BMB, which reflects the variability of the atmospheric274

and oceanic forcings.275
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The mass balance components feature significant variabilities across the individual experiments. In276

some cases, the SMB falls below its initial level, episodically even becoming negative. This can happen if277

the stabilizing effect of increasing precipitation is less pronounced in the respective climate forcing. The278

greatest outlier for BMB, with strongly elevated negative values during the late 21st and the 22nd century, is279

Exp. 13 (NorESM1-M/RCP8.5). This is a consequence of the “PIGL” calibration of ice-shelf basal melting280

based on observations close to the grounding line of Pine Island Glacier, which is used for this experiment281

only, whereas for all other experiments, the calibration is based on circum-Antarctic observations (Jourdain282

and others, 2020; Seroussi and others, 2020). A similar outlier for calving is Exp. 12 (CCSM4/RCP8.5),283

the only experiment for which an explicit parameterization for ice-shelf fracture (assumed to be caused by284

large amounts of liquid water ponding at the surface of ice shelves) is employed (Trusel and others, 2015;285

Seroussi and others, 2020).286

Regarding the RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 means, no significant trend in any of the mass balance components can287

be seen during the model period. Apart from short-term fluctuations, the initial imbalance (negative dV {dt)288

remains essentially constant. In contrast to RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5, where BMB clearly dominates, the losses289

due to BMB and calving are of similar size. Approximately 85% of the combined loss is compensated by the290

positive SMB, so that only a limited residual imbalance remains. The variability across the RCP2.6/SSP1-291

2.6 experiments is less pronounced than what we have seen for RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5. The significance of this292

statement is limited, though, because of the smaller number of experiments. However, one interesting293

observation is that the CMIP6-forced Exp. B7 (CNRM-CM6-1/SSP1-2.6) produces a notably larger BMB,294

and thus dV {dt, than the two CMIP5-forced Exps. 7 and A8.295

We now discuss in more detail the results of Exp. 6 (MIROC-ESM-CHEM/RCP8.5), which was already296

focused on in the previous study by Chambers and others (2022). It features high atmospheric changes and297

median ocean warming compared to the other CMIP5 GCMs (Barthel and others, 2020), and it produces298

a „ 29% above average mass loss of 1.99 m SLE (WAIS 1.69 m, EAIS 0.16 m, AP 0.13 m) for our combined299

CMIP5/CMIP6 ensemble. The residual of the global mass balance, Res “ |SMB`BMB`Calving´dV {dt|,300

has a mean value of 2.14ˆ104 m3 a´1 over the 286 years simulation time. This is eight orders of magnitude301

smaller than the typical range of values of the individual components [Op1012 m3 a´1q, see Fig. 4], so that302

the model conserves mass very well (see also Calov and others, 2018).303

Snapshots of the simulated ice thickness and surface velocity for Exp. 6 are shown in Figure 5. By 2095,304

the ice sheet has overall undergone only minor changes compared to the initial year 2015, corresponding to a305
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mass loss of 0.0070 m SLE. By 2195, which is just after the calving event mentioned above, the changes are306

more notable (mass loss 0.40 m SLE). A large part of the present-day Ross Ice Shelf has disappeared, and307

the grounding lines in the areas of the Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers and the Siple Coast have migrated308

inland, along with a speed-up of the ice streams. A similar, yet less pronounced grounding line retreat309

and speed-up has occured in the area of Totten Glacier, and the northern part of the Amery Ice Shelf has310

disintegrated. By the end of 2300 (mass loss 1.99 m SLE), the collapse of the WAIS is progressing in full311

force, with dramatic retreats of the Pine Island/Thwaites and Siple Coast grounding lines, accompanied by312

additional retreats of the grounding line of the Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf. In the EAIS, the Amery Ice Shelf313

has disappeared almost entirely, and the area of Totten Glacier shows some more grounding line retreat;314

however, with limited impact on the ice sheet further inland.315

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION316

The future climate simulations for the AIS until the year 2300 carried out in the present study reveal a317

different picture compared to the original ISMIP6-Antarctica simulations for the 21st century (Seroussi318

and others, 2020; Greve and others, 2020a; Payne and others, 2021). The latter produced a range of mass319

changes from a small gain (due to precipitation increases) to a moderate loss, and no clear distinction320

between the unabated warming (RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5) and reduced emissions pathways (RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6).321

By contrast, in our extended simulations, by 2300 mass gains of the AIS do not occur any more, and the322

mass loss under RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 is substantially larger than that under RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 (mean values323

of „ 1.5 m SLE vs. only „ 0.16 m SLE). In terms of the mean˘ 1-sigma mass loss range, RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5324

becomes disjoint from RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 around the year 2208. For comparison, Lowry and others (2021)325

report for their projections, based on a statistical emulator, “likely” and “very likely” times of emergence326

(significant separation between the RCP8.5 and RCP2.6 ensembles) of 2116 and 2189, respectively. Most327

of the mass loss under RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 originates from the WAIS, which suffers a collapse in almost all328

simulations.329

Compared to the previous study by Chambers and others (2022) in which a sustained late-21st-century330

climate beyond 2100 was assumed, the response of the AIS to our extrapolated climate-change scenarios331

is about two times larger by 2300 for both pathways. For RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5, this stronger response is332

immediately to be expected because, as detailed in Sect. 2.1, all climate indices are well above unity during333

the 22nd and 23rd century, which means that climate change becomes ever more serious. For RCP2.6/SSP1-334
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2.6, the situation is different because the atmospheric climate recovers to below late-21st-century levels (all335

five indices), while only the the oceanic climate index stays above unity after 2100. Evidently, the impact336

of the increasing oceanic forcing outweighs that of the recovering atmospheric forcing, so that mass loss337

due to sub-ice-shelf melt and subsequently enhanced drainage of grounded ice is the dominant process.338

The threat of a WAIS instability under future climate change has already been expressed by a number339

of previous studies (see Sect. 1 for more details). A particular feature of the ISMIP6-Antarctica set-up340

for SICOPOLIS is that it applies an SMB correction to keep the ice sheet stable and close to observed341

conditions in the recent past (Greve and others, 2020a). This SMB correction has significant additional342

accumulation in the area of the Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers to prevent them from becoming unstable343

even before the end of the spin-up simulations. It is possible that this procedure over-stabilizes the area, so344

that the onset of the instability originating from there could be delayed. On the other hand, SICOPOLIS345

is quite sensitive to sub-ice-shelf melting compared to other ice-sheet models (Edwards and others, 2021).346

This factor facilitates the development of an instability because it makes the ice sheet more sensitive to347

grounding-line migration.348

As already discussed by Chambers and others (2022), a weakness of the ISMIP6-type simulations is349

that the atmospheric forcing is not affected by the changing geometry of the ice sheet. While the ocean350

thermal forcing, TF, is three-dimensional and thus changes as the ice shelves become thicker or thinner,351

the atmospheric forcing fields, ∆ST and ∆SMB, are 2D fields that were derived by GCMs under the352

assumption of a static, present-day ice sheet. Therefore, they do not change as the ice-surface elevation353

rises or falls. A possible improvement, also beneficial for the resolution of the forcing fields, is to reprocess354

the GCM output by a regional climate model and compute vertical gradients of ST and SMB, so that at355

least a linearized feedback can be implemented (Franco and others, 2012). Such a method was employed356

for the ISMIP6-Greenland simulations and derived work (Goelzer and others, 2020; Nowicki and others,357

2020; Greve and Chambers, 2022). Short of very demanding and computationally expensive fully coupled358

climate–ice-sheet simulations, a further possibility is to involve snapshots of climate-model results combined359

with more refined parameterizations for the climatic forcing, similar to the approach by Abe-Ouchi and360

others (2013) for the paleoglaciation of the Northern Hemisphere.361

A weakness of the climate indices we used to extrapolate the ISMIP6 forcings until 2300 is that the362

method relies on the projections of a single GCM (MIROC4m) which will influence the forcings after 2100.363

However, as explained in Sect. 2.2, we do not consider this limitation too critical due to the normalization364
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carried out by Eq. (1), which eliminates the linear part of the climate sensitivity. Nevertheless, it would365

be worthwhile to investigate this issue quantitatively based on results from other GCMs for which ex-366

tended projections until 2300 are available. For the ISMIP6 follow-up initiative “ISMIP6 Projections 2300367

Antarctica” (see below), climate forcings until 2300 are provided from four GCMs for RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5,368

and from one GCM for SSP1-2.6. These could be used for the purpose, including checking the validity of369

our extrapolation from RCP8.5 and RCP4.5 to RCP2.6 specified by Eq. (2). We consider such a detailed370

investigation of the climate-index method to be beyond the scope of this work; however, the issue may371

be taken up in a future study by using other climate models to calculate the climate indices, carry out372

the extrapolation of the climate forcings with these alternative indices and assess the impact on future373

ice-sheet evolution.374

Furthermore, future work in the direction of long-term simulations of ice-sheet response to climate375

change should aim at employing more direct, rather than extrapolated, GCM projections beyond 2100 and376

involving an ensemble of ice-sheet models to allow an improved assessment of uncertainties. Within ISMIP6,377

this is currently planned within the ISMIP6 Projections 2300 Antarctica initiative for the AIS (https://the-378

ghub.org/groups/ismip6/wiki/ISMIP6-Projections2300-Antarctica, last access: 2023-05-11). In detail, this379

initiative focuses on projections extended until 2300 (as in the present study) based on CMIP5 and CMIP6380

GCM outputs. Some experiments will use repeated climate forcing from the late 21st century, sampled381

randomly between 2100 and 2300 (similar to the approach by Chambers and others, 2022), while others will382

be based on output from GCMs directly run until 2300 under CMIP forcing pathways. We will contribute383

to these projections with the SICOPOLIS model.384

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL385
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CODE AND DATA AVAILABILITY387

SICOPOLIS (SICOPOLIS Authors, 2021) is free and open-source software, published on a persistent Git388

repository hosted by the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research (AWI) in Bremerhaven,389

Germany (https://gitlab.awi.de/sicopolis/sicopolis/). The output data produced for this study are avail-390
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GCM Scenario ∆ST c∆SMB TF

(˝C) (m ice equiv.) (˝C)

ă For the core experiments (Tier 1) ą

NorESM1-M RCP8.5 5.667 15.510 2.209

MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5 10.157 ´6.325 1.442

NorESM1-M RCP2.6 0.194 0.286 0.539

CCSM4 RCP8.5 9.511 19.375 1.652

ă For the extended ensemble (Tier 2) ą

HadGEM2-ES RCP8.5 9.141 ´62.238 2.391

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 RCP8.5 9.654 33.240 1.381

IPSL-CM5A-MR RCP8.5 6.351 23.166 1.247

IPSL-CM5A-MR RCP2.6 0.515 0.612 0.709

ă For the CMIP6 extension (Tier 2) ą

CNRM-CM6-1 SSP5-8.5 12.435 44.911 1.927

CNRM-CM6-1 SSP1-2.6 1.245 2.587 0.827

UKESM1-0-LL SSP5-8.5 11.102 ´20.363 2.196

CESM2 SSP5-8.5 12.849 ´22.145 1.613

CNRM-ESM2-1 SSP5-8.5 10.162 35.427 2.091

Table 1. Mean surface temperature anomaly (∆ST), cumulative SMB anomaly (c∆SMB) and mean oceanic ther-

mal forcing (TF) for the period 2015–2300 and all climate forcings of this study. ∆ST and c∆SMB spatially averaged

over the present-day AIS (including ice shelves), TF spatially averaged over the ice-shelf areas and the depth interval

200–800m. Anomalies relative to 1995–2014 means of the reference climatology.
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# GCM Scenario Ocean forcing Ice-shelf fracture

ă Control experiment ą

0 — ctrl_proj — —

ă Core experiments (Tier 1) ą

5 NorESM1-M RCP8.5 Medium No

6 MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5 Medium No

7 NorESM1-M RCP2.6 Medium No

8 CCSM4 RCP8.5 Medium No

9 NorESM1-M RCP8.5 High No

10 NorESM1-M RCP8.5 Low No

12 CCSM4 RCP8.5 Medium Yes

13 NorESM1-M RCP8.5 PIGL-Medium No

ă Extended ensemble (Tier 2) ą

A5 HadGEM2-ES RCP8.5 Medium No

A6 CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 RCP8.5 Medium No

A7 IPSL-CM5A-MR RCP8.5 Medium No

A8 IPSL-CM5A-MR RCP2.6 Medium No

ă CMIP6 extension (Tier 2) ą

B6 CNRM-CM6-1 SSP5-8.5 Medium No

B7 CNRM-CM6-1 SSP1-2.6 Medium No

B8 UKESM1-0-LL SSP5-8.5 Medium No

B9 CESM2 SSP5-8.5 Medium No

B10 CNRM-ESM2-1 SSP5-8.5 Medium No

Table 2. Extended ISMIP6-Antarctica Tier-1 and 2 future climate experiments for the period 2015–2300 discussed

in this study. See Nowicki and others (2020) for references for the GCMs.
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Fig. 1. RCP8.5 and RCP2.6 climate indices for the mean-annual surface temperature (cST), DJF surface temper-

ature (cST_DJF), precipitation (cprec), evaporation (cevap), surface runoff (croff) and ocean temperature (coc), derived

from MIROC4m simulations until the year 2300. Note that the scaling defined by Eq. (1) implies that any non-zero

value or variability of the indices corresponds to a stronger climate change for RCP8.5 than for RCP2.6.
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Fig. 2. (a) ISMIP6-Antarctica historical run (hist), projection control run (ctrl_proj) and Tier-1 and 2 future

climate experiments extended until 2300: Simulated ice mass change, counted positively for loss and expressed as a

sea-level contribution. Experiments in the legend grouped such that RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 comes first and RCP2.6/SSP1-

2.6 thereafter, otherwise like in Table 2. The red and blue boxes to the right show the 2300 means for RCP8.5/SSP5-

8.5 and RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6, respectively (RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5: also ˘ 1-sigma); the whiskers show the corresponding

full ranges. (b) Same 2300 statistics, but for the results by Chambers and others (2022) without a further warming

trend beyond 2100.
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Fig. 3. Simulated sea-level contribution for the entire ice sheet and three regions (EAIS, WAIS, AP; shown in the

inset) by the year 2300 relative to ctrl_proj, for (a) the RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 and (b) the RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 ensemble.

The whiskers show the full range of sea-level contributions across the simulations that make up the means, and the

circles on the whiskers show the result for each simulation. Note that the y-axis ranges are different by a factor of

10.
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Fig. 4. Main components of the global mass balance for the RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 and RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 experiments:

Surface mass balance (SMB, purple), basal mass balance (BMB, blue), calving (yellow) and ice volume change (dV {dt,

green). Thick lines are the respective means, thin lines the individual results for the fourteen RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 and

three RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 experiments.
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of (a) the simulated ice thickness and (b) the surface velocity for Exp. 6 (MIROC-ESM-

CHEM/RCP8.5) for the years 2015, 2095, 2195 and 2301 (i.e., the end of 2300). Spacing of the latitude circles

is 10˝, spacing of the longitude rays is 45˝. RIS: Ross Ice Shelf, FrIS: Filcher–Ronne Ice Shelf, AmIS: Amery Ice

Shelf, PIG: Pine Island Glacier, ThwG: Thwaites Glacier, TotG: Totten Glacier.
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ORIGINAL VS. INDEX-EXTRAPOLATED MIROC4M CLIMATE FIELDS11

For the RCP8.5 pathway, we compare briefly original MIROC4m results until 2300 with those obtained by12

extrapolating MIROC4m results until 2100 with the climate-index method (main paper, Sect. 2) to assess13

the performance of the latter.14

Figure S1 shows the 2291–2300 surface temperature, ocean temperature (at 450 m depth) and precip-15

itation anomalies relative to 1995–2014 obtained by both methods. For the two surface climate fields,16

the agreement is reasonably good. For the ocean temperature, this also holds in general, but there are17

notable regional differences. Most conspicuously, in the Weddell sector (c) the directly computed ocean18

temperature shows a clear warming, whereas the warming is much less pronounced for the extrapolated19

counterpart.20

The ocean temperature at 450 m depth is investigated further in Figure S2, which shows 1850–2300 time21

series for the four sectors marked in Figure S1. In the original MIROC4m results, sectors (a) (Thwaites)22

and (b) (Totten) are already quite warm initially (1850–2020) due to the intrusion of warm Circumpolar23
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Fig. S1. Climate fields for RCP8.5, 2291–2300 relative to 1995–2014: surface temperature (∆ST), ocean tempera-
ture at 450 m depth (∆OcT450m), precipitation (∆prec). Top row: computed directly with MIROC4m, bottom row:
computed with the MIROC4m-based climate-index method. The climate indices for each variable (cST, coc, cprec)
are given in parentheses. The indicated sectors [(a) Thwaites, (b) Totten, (c) Weddell, (d) Dronning Maud Land,
DML] are referred to in Figure S2.

Deep Water (CDW), while for regions (c) (Weddell) and (d) (Dronning Maud Land) the presence of cold24

water associated with sea-ice formation prevents CDW intrusion. By contrast, by 2300, CDW intrudes25

into all four regions, so that their final temperatures are similar. For sectors (a) (Thwaites), (b) (Totten)26

and (d) (Dronning Maud Land), the trends of the original MIROC4m results are reproduced fairly well27

by the climate-index extrapolation. By contrast, for sector (c) (Weddell), the strong warming produced28

by MIROC4m is not reflected in the extrapolated curve. This is so because the sector remains cold until29

„2130, so that the warming has no signal in the 2091–2100 average on which the extrapolation is based30

(main paper, Eq. (4)). Naturally, such non-linear, regional effects cannot be captured by extrapolating31

late 21st-century conditions further into the future using a set of climate indices computed for the entire32

Antarctic ice sheet and its surroundings. This constitutes a source of uncertainty in the extrapolated33

climate fields.34
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Fig. S2. Area-mean, absolute ocean temperature at 450 m depth (OcT450m) for the four sectors (a)–(d) shown
in Figure S1; RCP8.5 pathway, period 1850–2300. Black solid lines: computed directly with MIROC4m, red dashed
lines: computed with the MIROC4m-based climate-index method for 1990–2300.


